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The E1-E2 interference sign between the Ec.m. = 2.68-MeV E2 resonance and an underlying E1
strength has been measured for the first time. AnE1-E2 asymmetry parameter of a = 0.07±0.05 was
extracted from the thick-target γ-ray yields of the narrow resonance at angles of 45◦ and 135◦. The
positive sign of a corresponded to constructive interference at forward angles and, further, allowed
the interference between the resonance and an E2 background to be identified as constructive below
the resonance energy. The E2-E2 interference was then used to evaluate the global SE2 data
within the vicinity of the resonance 2.5 ≤ Ec.m. ≤ 3.0 MeV. An analysis of the global SE2 data
that agreed with the interference scenario has determined the E2-E2 interference scheme of the
4.34-MeV resonance and background, resulting in a value of SE2(300) = 62+9

−6 keV b.

PACS numbers: 26.20.-f, 25.55.-e, 29.85.-c

The helium-burning stage of red giant stars is dom-
inated by the triple-α process (3α → 12C) and the
12C(α, γ)16O reaction, making a precise understanding
of both reactions essential for modeling the evolution of
stars from this stage and beyond [1, 2]. Despite four
decades of experimental investigations, the uncertainty
associated with the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction continues to
be an obstacle. An uncertainty of ≤ 10% in the astro-
physical 12C(α, γ)16O cross section is needed to advance
the modeling [3], yet even the smallest error bars reported
thus far greatly exceed that value [4].

At helium-burning energies of E = 300 keV (through-
out this Letter we refer to center-of-mass energies in the
12C + α channel), the reaction is governed by ground-
state E1 and E2 captures through Jπ = 1− and 2+ res-
onances, with cascades being about an order of magni-
tude smaller. Presently, the cross section [or S factor at
300 keV, S(300)] can only be determined through a com-
bination of experimental data and theoretical extrapola-
tion; direct measurements have been limited to energies
>
∼ 1 MeV for technological reasons. Indirect approaches
have been investigated to constrain the low-energy ex-
trapolation, such as 12C + α elastic scattering [4–6], the
16N β-delayed α-decay spectrum [7–10], α-transfer on
12C with beams of Li isotopes [11, 12], and cascade tran-
sitions through the 6.92-MeV state of 16O [13, 14]. How-
ever, recent ground-state SE2(300) values have ranged
from 30–60% of S(300) [4, 11, 14, 15], having an unsat-
isfactory dependence on experimental datasets and as-
sumptions made in the analysis.

A notable contributor to the large variation in
SE2(300) values is the systematic errors in the global
data. Roughly a third of the SE2 data are located
in the vicinity of the narrow 2.68-MeV (2+) resonance
2.5 ≤ E ≤ 3.0 MeV. Here, the E2 cross section is a coher-
ent sum of amplitudes from the 2.68-MeV resonance and
an underlying component resulting from other 2+ reso-
nances and external capture. Measurements of the cross
section around the resonance become acutely sensitive to

the beam energy distribution within the target. Another
complication is that the target thickness can change dur-
ing the measurements. As a consequence, many of the
data have unreported systematic errors and this poses a
serious challenge for any reliable analysis. It has been
pointed out [16] that most of the existing SE2 datasets
result in conflicting interference scenarios between the
resonance and underlying E2 component. This unphys-
ical result is also found in a more recent dataset from
a group that has reported making the target corrections
[17].

Some groups [18, 19] have simply chosen not to fit the
global SE2 data within the vicinity of the 2.68-MeV res-
onance. Although this approach avoids the mentioned
systematic errors, it limits the constraints that can be
placed on the fit. For example, data around the 2.68-
MeV resonance are key to identifying the E2-E2 interfer-
ence scheme between the 4.34-MeV (2+) resonance and
background component. This is important because the
interferences of resonances, like their decay proprieties,
need to be specified for the extrapolation. A significant
uncertainty in previous SE2(300) analyses [4, 11] arose
from the inability to resolve how the 4.34-MeV resonance
interfered with the background. In accounting for this
ambiguity, Ref. [4] averaged the values, SE2(300) = 49+7

−9

and 58+8

−11 keV b, from the different interference scenar-

ios to obtain SE2(300) = 53+13

−18 keV b. We address this
uncertainty by measuring a new observable that inde-
pendently determines the interference scenario between
the 2.68-MeV resonance and the underlying E2 ampli-
tude. Having established the energy dependence of the
E2 cross section in the vicinity of the resonance, we then
evaluate the global SE2 data and eliminate those with
systematic discrepancies.

It has been shown [16] that the angular distribution
of the integrated γ-ray yield from the 2.68-MeV reso-
nance can be used to determine its E2-E2 interference
scheme. Along with the energy-dependent E2-E2 in-
terference in the angle-integrated cross section, there is
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an angle-dependent interference between an E1 back-
ground and the E2 resonance. The relative phase of the
E1 and E2 background amplitudes is well known from
angular distribution measurements below the resonance
[15, 20, 21]. Based on this information, a determination
of the E1-E2 relative phase using the integrated yield of
the resonance also determines the relative phase of the
E2-E2 interference. Ref. [16] has derived an expression
for the angular distribution of the integrated yield

W (θ) = 1 +
5

7
P2 −

12

7
P4 + a (P1 − P3) , (1)

which consists of Legendre polynomials Pℓ = Pℓ(cos θ)
and a parameter a that leads to an asymmetry about
90◦. The magnitude of a can be calculated from existing
data, |a| = 0.08 ± 0.01 [16], but the sign of a can not.
Depending on whether a is positive or negative, the E2-
E2 interference will be constructive or destructive below
the resonance energy. We report in this Letter the first
measurement of the asymmetry parameter, and find its
sign to be positive.
Measurements of the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction were per-

formed with the 4.5-MV tandem Van de Graaff accel-
erator at Ohio University, where 200-pnA beams of α
particles bombarded a 30-µg/cm2 carbon foil composed
of > 99.9% 12C. The target was sufficiently thick to in-
tegrate the 2.68-MeV resonance (Γ = 0.6± 0.1 keV [22])
while restricting both non-resonant and background re-
actions. To help preserve the target properties during
the experiment, a liquid-nitrogen cold trap was installed
around the target for suppressing the buildup of carbon
(with natural isotopic composition) on its surface.
Throughout the experiment the elastic scattering spec-

trum from the target was monitored with a silicon
surface-barrier detector fixed at 144◦. The 2.68-MeV res-
onance appeared in the spectrum, and this was utilized
to tune the beam energy until it was centered within the
target. Also, a 1-µg/cm2 layer of gold was deposited over
the target. Detection of elastically scattering α particles
from gold provided a measure of the number incident to
the target, which supplemented the information obtained
with a Faraday cup.
The ≈ 10 MeV γ rays from the ground-state decay

of the 2.68-MeV resonance were measured with a 10-
cm×10-cm cylindrical bismuth germanate (BGO) detec-
tor, which was both actively and passively shielded from
the ambient room background. In a compromise be-
tween detection efficiency and the importance of finite
size and misalignment corrections, the front face of the
BGO detector was placed 20 cm away from the target.
The detector was placed between several guide rails atop
a rotatable platform, so that its position could be repro-
duced for measurements at different angles. The rotation
axis of this platform was aligned with the beam-target
intersection to submillimeter precision using an in situ

γ-ray source, created by activating a sodium-tungstate

target through the 23Na(d, p)24Na reaction [23]. Addi-
tionally, measurements of the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction were
performed on both sides of the beamline to mitigate the
effects from beam wander on the target.

Extraction of the γ-ray yields involved fitting the
12C(α, γ)16O spectra with the combination of a Monte
Carlo signal and several measured backgrounds (see
Fig. 1). The simulated 12C(α, γ)16O signal was produced
with the Geant4 [24] toolkit and considered the reaction
kinematics, γ-ray angular distribution, attenuation of the
target chamber and cold trap, and detector efficiency.
Together with the ambient background there was a beam-
induced contribution from the 13C(α, n)16O reaction. Its
spectra were acquired in a separate experiment that repli-
cated the beam energy, target thickness, and detector po-
sitions of the 12C(α, γ)16O measurements, except with a
99% 13C target. The scaled backgrounds were subtracted
from the 12C(α, γ)16O spectra, and the remaining counts
within a 9-to-10 MeV region of interest were integrated.
In addition to the statistics from the extracted yields,
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FIG. 1. (Color online.) A fit to the 135◦ γ-ray yield from
the first 12C(α, γ)16O experiment. The solid (red) curve was
the sum of three contributions: an ambient room background
shown as a long dashed (blue) curve, a beam-induced back-
ground given by the short dashed (green) curve, and a Monte
Carlo signal that corresponds to the dash-dot (black) curve.

systematic errors were considered for the energy miscal-
ibration, detector misalignment, fit region, beam energy
shifts, and region of interest. The ratio of the 45◦ to 135◦

yields, each normalized by the number of incident par-
ticles, was related to the E1-E2 asymmetry parameter
through the simulations. Two separate measurements of
the ratio gave values of a = 0.09± 0.07 and 0.05± 0.07,
resulting in a weighted average of a = 0.07 ± 0.05 (a
systematic error of 0.02 was common to both measure-
ments and has been added in quadrature to the combined
statistical error). The positive value of a corresponded
to constructive E2-E2 interference below the 2.68-MeV
resonance.
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Our experimental result was then used to constrain an
R-matrix [19, 25] fit with the global SE2 data and the
d -wave elastic-scattering phase shifts of Ref. [6]. This
analysis utilized the alternative parametrization of the
R-matrix [26] so that experimental quantities could be
directly included in the analysis. R-matrix parameters
were determined from the minimization of

χ2 =

Ne
∑

i=1





Ni
∑

j=1

(

Niyj − tj
Niσj

)2

+

(

Ni − 1

si

)2



 , (2)

with minuit [27]. Eq. (2) is summed over all experiments
Ne, each having a number Ni of data points. Here, yj
and tj are the experimental and theoretical values at data
point j, and σj is the statistical uncertainty associated
with yj . An adjustable normalization Ni is determined
for each SE2 dataset (the phase shifts are not rescaled)
by minimizing the second term χ2

N . Normalization un-
certainties si are taken as si → ∞ for experiments that
have normalized their data to other measurements, al-
lowing their Ni to float freely. Otherwise, si is taken
to be its reported value (see Table II). The only excep-
tion being the 6% normalization uncertainty of Ref. [20],
which was determined in part by using a derived quan-
tity from another analysis. Instead, the 13% value deter-
mined independently by that experiment, from a mea-
surement of the cross section around the 2.42-MeV res-
onance, was used. Following Refs. [4, 8–11, 14], the ac-
ceptable SE2(300) range from the fit was determined by
χ2 ≤ χ2

min(1 + 9/ν), with ν being the number of degrees
of freedom in the fit.
Five 2+ levels were considered in the R-matrix: a back-

ground pole and physical resonances at −0.245, 2.68,
4.34, and 5.86 MeV. Of these levels there were 7 ad-
justable parameters: the energy and widths of the back-
ground pole, the energy and α-particle width of the 4.34-
MeV resonance, and the asymptotic normalization co-
efficients (ANC) of the subthreshold resonance and fi-
nal state (−7.162 MeV). All other decay properties were
fixed with experimental values. Resonance energies and
α-particle widths were taken from Refs. [4, 6], except for
the α-particle width of 2.68-MeV resonance [22]. Radia-
tive widths for the −0.245, 2.68, 4.34, and 5.86 MeV res-
onances were obtained from Refs. [28–31], respectively.
The interference signs of the 2.68-MeV and subthreshold
resonances were fixed in every fit; signs for other radiative
width parameters were investigated individually.
Fits of two types were considered to the global SE2

data: (a) only the SE2 data ≤ 2.5 MeV and (b) all data
that followed the determined 2.68-MeV interference sce-
nario (in addition to the data ≤ 2.5 MeV). Eleven data
points [32] within the 2.5 ≤ E ≤ 3.0 MeV region that
did not follow the interference scenario were eliminated
according to Chauvanet’s criterion [33].
The fits outlined above represent two approaches to

deal with the systematic errors around the 2.68-MeV res-

onance, with the second signifying a new way to include
the data around the 2.68-MeV resonance. For reference,
both fits are shown in Fig. 2. Note: The only difference
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FIG. 2. (Color online.) Fits (a) (top panel) and (b) (bottom
panel) to the global SE2 data. The solid (dashed) line repre-
sents the fit assuming the opposite (same) interference signs
for the 4.34-MeV and subthreshold resonances.

between the fits of (a) and (b) was that 15 additional SE2

data points were included in the latter.

The best fit of type (a), which gave a χ2
min = 202

for 381 data points, occurred when the 4.34-MeV and
subthreshold resonances had opposite interference signs.
Although the case having identical signs only raised the
total χ2 by 2, and also fell within the acceptable range
from the χ2

min, ∆χ2 = 5. The best fit of type (b) re-
sulted in a χ2

min of 218 for 396 data points. Again, the
best fit occurred when 4.34-MeV and subthreshold reso-
nances had opposite signs. In Fit (b), however, the other
interference scenario could be excluded since it increased
the total χ2 by 10. Fit (a) in Fig. 2 illustrates that
the destructive scenario below the 4.34-MeV resonance
(identical signs) favors smaller values of SE2 above the
2.68-MeV resonance than the constructive one. The ad-
ditional data of Fit (b) require larger SE2 values above
the 2.68-MeV resonance, and this leads to an increased
background strength for the destructive interference fit.
A poorer quality fit to the data below the resonance re-
sults from the larger background pole.

We also find the 4.34-MeV interference scenario from
our analysis confirmed in recently reported SE2 mea-
surements [34]. To further constrain our final analy-
sis, we have included this new dataset. Table I lists
R-matrix parameters from the best fit, which gave a
χ2
min = 226 for 399 data points and resulted in a value

of SE2(300) = 62+9

−6 keV b. A channel radius of 5.5 fm
was used in all fits [4] because larger channel radii were
found to require additional background levels. In the Ta-
ble, radiative widths for the ground-state transition Γγ0

are accompanied by their interference signs. A sign is also
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TABLE I. The R-matrix parameters from the best fit. Fixed
parameters are shown in parentheses, and the signs are dis-
cussed in the text. The ANC is reported instead of an α-
particle width for levels below the α+ 12C threshold.

λℓ
Eλ ANC Γα Γγ0

(MeV) (fm−1/2) (keV) (meV)

10 (-7.162) 7.09×102 — —
12 (-0.245) 1.59×105 — (97)
22 (2.683) — (0.6) (-5.9)
32 4.340 — 82.9 (-610)
42 (5.857) — (350) (700)
52 21.59 — 129 1.31×105

considered for the ANC of the final state. It should be
mentioned that the interference scheme of the 5.86-MeV
resonance could not be determined here, as a fit with the
negative sign only increased χ2 by 3. The asymmetric
error in our result comes from the fit with the negative
interference sign. An uncertainty of 3 keV b from the
fixed parameters, which was determined by performing
separate fits for each parameter at its 1σ deviation, has
also been considered.
Table II provides fit details, such as the normalizations

Ni and χ2 per dataset χ2
i . The individual datasets appear

to be well described by the global fit, with the possible
exception of Ref. [20] which gives a rather large χ2

i /Ni

value. It should also be noted that the χ2
i /Ni value of

Ref. [6] is unrealistically small.

TABLE II. Details of the fit to each dataset. The data type
has been indicated as either d-wave phase shift δ2 or ground-
state E2 S-factor SE2; other columns of the Table were dis-
cussed in the text.

Ref. Type Ni si Ni χ2
N χ2

i

[6] δ2 321 — — — 131.9
[15] SE2 19 0.11 0.90 0.9 22.8
[17] SE2 12 0.09 1.07 0.6 16.9
[20] SE2 17 0.13 0.96 1.2×10−2 30.2
[35] SE2 13 ∞ 1.04 — 7.3
[36] SE2 3 0.10 1.01 1.0×10−2 3.1
[21] SE2 9 ∞ 0.95 — 6.8
[37] SE2 2 0.05 1.00 7.0 ×10−6 0.3
[34] SE2 3 0.05 1.00 4.0 ×10−5 6.8

Our result of SE2(300) = 62+9

−6 keV b, is heavily depen-
dent upon the elastic scattering data of Refs. [4, 6]. How-
ever, we have repeated the analysis with an alternative
set of phase shift data [5] and found consistent results,
SE2(300) = 38+34

−25 keV b, albeit with much greater un-

certainty. In comparison to the SE2(300) = 53+13
−18 keV b

value reported by Ref. [4], the present result is both
larger and with significantly smaller uncertainty. The
main distinction between results comes from our abil-
ity to exclude the destructive interference scenario for
the 4.34-MeV resonance; if the destructive interference
scenario for the 4.34-MeV resonance is eliminated from

the analysis of Ref. [4], a comparable result is obtained.
Smaller changes arise from the adjustable dataset nor-
malizations in our analysis and the inclusion of newer
SE2 data [15, 17, 34, 37]. Other analyses that did not
make use of the high-precision phase shifts, but instead
relied on the either the α-transfer or the 6.92-MeV cas-
cade data to determine the ANC of the −0.245-MeV res-
onance, determined SE2(300) values of 44

+16

−23 keV b [11]
and 95 ± 24 keV b [14], respectively. Future investiga-
tions should be considered to understand the source of
the discrepancy in ANC values.

We have experimentally determined the E2-E2 inter-
ference scheme of the 2.68-MeV resonance and presented
a way to include data within 2.5 ≤ E ≤ 3.0 MeV region
based upon that determination. The SE2 data within
this region were found to resolve the E2-E2 interference
scheme of the 4.34-MeV resonance – a significant uncer-
tainty in previous analyses [4, 11] of the ground-state SE2

factor. Combining our SE2(300) value with an average
of Refs. [8, 10], SE1(300) = 83 ± 22 keV b, and an esti-
mate of the cascades, 16± 16 keV b [38], gives a total of
S(300) = 161± 28 keV b. This result is consistent with
the 170±20 keV b [3] value obtained by matching super-
nova nucleosynthesis calculations with the solar-system
abundances.
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